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1. Runners for colour filter or diffusing screen. 

2. Front draw tube containing one lens only on 
standard lantern, two on wide-angle version. 

3. Second lens added for wide-angle spotlight. 

4. Gate for shutters, iris diaphragm or mask. 

5. Die-cast aluminium housing. Weight of standard 
and wide-angle types 7 lb approx., narrow-angle 
type 8! lb. 

OPTICAL DESIGN 

Owing to the greatly improved optical system of 

this lantern, it will, with a 250-W. lamp. provide the 

same light output as any ordinary spotlight using a 

500-W. lamp. 

Easy access for relamping and for cleaning the 

optical system is provided by a hinged rear door. 

Lamps can be replaced in the prefocussed lamp

holder in a matter of moments, no refocussing or 

adjustment being necessary. 

The cut-away view above shows clearly the 

arrangement of the optical system comprising 

both front and rear reflectors and prefocussed 

lampholder with light intensifying control. 

6. Frontal reflector. 

7. Rear reflector. 

8. Rear door for relamping, cleaning, etc. 

9. Door locking screw. 

10. Medium Prefocus lampholder. No adjustments 
or refocussing necessary when relamping. 

11. Light intensifying knob. 

12. Safety chain for front lens draw tube. 

LAMPS 
(all with medium prefocus caps). 

Maximum per-

Watts Tyoe Objective Life missible angle of 
(Hours) tilt from cap 

vertically down 

250 T 200 90° 

250 B.I 800 135° 

250 A.I 50 22!° 
500 T 200 90° 

500 A.I 50 22!° 

NOTE I. Under no circumstances should Class T or A.1 lamps be 
used with a sideways tilt, i.e. the pins of the suspension fork about 
which the lantern tilts MUST be horizontal as is the case when the 
lantern is hung from above or placed in a stand or base, with the fork 
respectively vertically upwards or downwards . 
NOTE II. Class T lamps are particularly recommended as providing 
a most useful compromise between the life and tiltability of Class B 
and efficiency and filament shape of Class A.I. 
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